Abstract-Modern hardware security has a very broad scope ranging from digital rights management to the detection of ghost circuitry. These and many other security tasks are greatly hindered by process variation, which makes each integrated circuit (IC) unique, and device aging, which evolves the IC throughout its lifetime. We have developed a singular value decomposition (SVD)-based procedure for gate-level characterization (GLC) that calculates changes in properties, such as delay and switching power of each gate of an IC, accounting for process variation and device aging. We employ our SVD-based GLC approach for the development of two security applications: hardware metering and ghost circuitry (GC) detection. We present the first robust and low-cost hardware metering scheme, using an overlapping IC partitioning approach that enables rapid and scalable treatment. We also map the GC detection problem into an equivalent task of GLC consistency checking using the same overlapping partitioning. The effectiveness of the approaches is evaluated using the ISCAS85, ISCAS89, and ITC99 benchmarks. In hardware metering, we are able to obtain probabilities of coincidence in the magnitude of 10 or less, and we obtain zero false positives and zero false negatives in GC detection.
there are tasks such as digital rights management (DRM), reverse engineering (RE) and prevention of RE, trusted synthesis and manufacturing, and detection of ghost circuitry (GC) [2] , [3] .
From the system and hardware point of views, there are numerous factors that make enforcement of security policies difficult. They include the ever-increasing level of integration, the ever-decreasing ratio between the number of input/output pins and the number of transistors, and the continuously decreasing delays and other transistor characteristics. However, the dominant conceptual and practical challenges are posed by the unavoidable uncertainty induced during manufacturing and operation.
Specifically, the difficulty of numerous hardware security tasks is greatly complicated by intrinsic phenomena associated with deep submicron implementation technologies: process variation (PV) and device aging. PV makes each transistor and each gate have unique properties (e.g., effective channel length, threshold voltage, and delay) across integrated circuit (ICs) of the same design. Device aging results in many of these properties being altered over the IC's lifetime. Hence, PV makes ghost circuitry detection difficult, and device aging makes hardware metering more complex.
The foundation for our approach is gate-level characterization (GLC) using a set of nondestructive timing and/or power measurements. The measurements are treated as a set of linear equations solved using singular value decomposition (SVD) to precisely calculate the factors by which each gate of the circuit differs from its nominal value in terms of power and/or delay. The use of SVD is motivated by its strong numerical properties that ensure its accuracy in presence of measurement errors. We present two applications of our approach, namely hardware metering (HM) and ghost circuitry detection.
Hardware metering is a digital rights management technique that aims to protect the interests of designers against nonauthorized fabrication, dissemination, and use of their ICs. HM techniques can be classified into two groups: active and passive. Active techniques provide mechanisms for remote enabling, disabling, and control of ICs. They often induce nontrivial realization and operational overhead. Passive HM approaches provide only detections of DRM. However, they have no design, implementation, and operational overheads. Furthermore, while PV is essential for a majority of passive HM techniques, device aging is a strong and, until recently, unaddressed challenge. HM techniques often use PV extraction and manipulation for DRM.
However, device aging alters all gate properties, such as delay and energy consumption, that are used to form IC identification (ID). In order to eliminate this problem, we propose to use a gate characterization approach based on switching power that is not impacted by aging. In addition, in order to minimize the time required for measurements and to create an economically viable, passive HM approach, we find parts of the IC that are best suited for rapid ID extraction using GLC.
GC insertion is the malicious addition of hardware in the specification and/or implementation of an IC by an attacker intending to change circuit functionality. There are numerous GC insertion sources, including untrusted foundries, synthesis tools and libraries, testing and verification tools, and configuration scripts [4] , [5] . The intentional hardware alteration of the design specification and IC implementation only affect the circuit's functionality in a few and rare specific circumstances and are hidden otherwise. GC is more difficult to detect than design bugs or manufacturing faults, since it is intentionally implanted to be unperceivable by the state-of-the-art debugging/testing methodologies and tools. In a GC insertion attack, the adversary adds one or more gates such that the functionality or the correctness of the design is altered. The gates can be added so that no measured path is altered between primary inputs and flip-flops (FFs), between FFs, and between FFs and primary outputs. However, leakage power is always altered. Even if the attacker gates the added circuitry, the gating requires an additional gate. Our goal here is to detect the insertion of GC, specifically added gates, in the face of low controllability and observability of gates. The GC detection approach is generic enough that it can easily be retargeted to other circuit components, such as interconnect, by considering more comprehensive timing and/or power models.
We use leakage power as the side channel to detect GCs. Our idea is based on the fact that any inserted GCs cause systematic bias in the leakage power, even if they are inactive, or they are inserted wisely and do not impact the speed or functionality of the ICs. The main technical obstacle to GC detection is PV, as it has a significant impact on gate timing and power characteristics across ICs. The detection of ghost circuitry is accomplished using consistency analysis, where the intersection gates of large, overlapping parts of the IC are examined. Any inconsistency, namely the calculated properties of the gates in the intersection, serves as an indicator of GC, because of the fact that the bias caused by GCs in different segments impacts the GLC process differently. Furthermore, since the number of segments increases linearly as the size of the circuit, this partitioning also implies linear scalability of the GC detection approach.
We evaluate the proposed GLC, hardware metering, and GC detection approaches using a set of ISCAS85, ISCAS89, and ITC99 benchmarks. In GLC, our characterization error is smaller than the power measurement error. In hardware metering, we show that we are able to obtain probabilities of coincidence in the magnitude of 10 to 10 . Also, we obtain zero false positives and zero false negatives in the accuracy of GC detection under 1% measurement errors.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. We start by summarizing the related research and presenting the background of process variation, gate-level characterization, hardware metering, and ghost circuitry detection. We then introduce our SVD-based approach for gate-level characterization. Finally, we present the first device-aging-resilient hardware metering technique and our new approach to detect ghost circuitry. For both applications, we provide simulation results.
II. RELATED WORK
In this section we briefly summarize existing literature along three related directions of research: 1) gate-level characterization; 2) hardware metering; and 3) ghost circuitry detection.
A. Gate-Level Characterization (GLC)
GLC has enabled a variety of hardware-based security applications, such as hardware metering [6] , [7] , hardware Trojan detection [8] and the creation of physically unclonable functions (PUFs) [9] , [10] . The critical importance of GLC resulted in creation of a great variety of conceptually, statistically, and algorithmically different techniques, including: 1) direct measurements methods [11] ; 2) field-programmable gate array (FPGA) reconfiguration-based approaches [12] , [13] ; 3) schemes that embed and observe dedicated IC structures and specialized circuity [14] ; and 4) nondestructive universal techniques that employ global measurements and calculate scaling factors of each gate by solving a system of equations [15] - [18] .
Among all the existing GLC approaches, the nondestructive techniques have recently drawn a great deal of attention in the hardware security research. The main strength of the nondestructive GLC approaches is their universal applicability, zero overhead, applicability to both power and delay measurements, and low cost. However, it was difficult to make the approaches scalable to large designs in the modern IC industry and, more importantly, they were not able to characterize significant percentages of gates in the circuit.
B. Hardware Metering
The impetus for the creation of hardware metering techniques was provided by the confluence of PV-based intrinsic IDs, hardware watermarking and more specifically fingerprinting (i.e., assignment or extraction of a unique watermark to each IC), world wide web (WWW) metering, and the horizontal IC manufacturing model. A decade ago, the first hardware metering technique was proposed [19] . The main idea of the first HM approach was to use fingerprinting as the postprocessing step to make each IC unique. With the emergence of PV, several active HM schemes have emerged that leverage physically unclonable functions (PUFs) [20] , [21] . Somewhat earlier, a less secure active HM scheme was proposed that directly employs PV [22] . Alkabani et al. [23] proposed the first PV-based hardware metering scheme.
Our new HM technique is also passive and leverages PV through the use of GLC. However, it has at least two major innovations and advantages. First, we intentionally characterize only a small part of gates that are selected in such a way that very few measurements are required for accurate ID extraction. Second, the new technique is the first HM that is resilient against device aging.
C. Ghost Circuitry (GC) Detection
The initial techniques for GC detection assumed no process variation [24] . Therefore, conceptually clean and simple side channel-based techniques were very effective. They measured the overall power consumption of a small number of ICs for a given design. In order to ensure that the pertinent IC is GC free, the approach employed reverse engineering using destructive techniques. Then, the overall power profiles of the ICs used for reverse engineering were compared with other ICs of the same design. Power profiles contain data about the overall IC power consumption for different input vectors. The technique provides an adequate but slow and relatively expensive solution under the following assumptions: 1) no PV; 2) the availability of the IC for reverse engineering; 3) the IC either has or does not have GCs; and 4) no errors in measurements.
A number of subsequent papers exploited a significant but far from complete relationship between manufacturing testing and GC detection. For example, several early GC detection approaches tried to employ functional test techniques. For instance, researchers at Case Western University proposed the generation of test vectors that maximize the likelihood of GC detection, for GCs that consist of two-input gates that rarely switch [25] . Also, several automatic test pattern generation (ATPG) methods were employed within the divide-and-conquer paradigm [26] . Two types of GC detection techniques analyzed pertinent ICs in terms of their delay between flip-flops using either a deterministic or statistical way. UCLA [27] , [28] and Rice [29] research groups advocate leakage current-based GC detection techniques.
A variety of GC detection techniques is presented and analyzed in a comprehensive survey that summarizes early GC detection efforts completely [2] . Probably the two most surprising assumptions in many GC detection papers are that the authors assume that both an IC with and without malicious circuitry are available and that they have identical PV characteristics for all gates. We employ a consistency-based divide-and-conquer paradigm that imposes no PV assumptions and that enables fast (linear time) scalability.
III. PRELIMINARIES
In this section, we introduce the system models that we use in the SVD-based GLC approach, including process variation, measurement, and threat models.
A. Process Variation Model
Process variations (PVs) are due to the intense industrial CMOS feature scaling. With scaling of feature sizes, the physical limits of the devices are reached and uncertainty in the device size increases [30] . Variations in transistor feature sizes and, thus, in gate characteristics, e.g., delay or power, are inevitable. In present and pending technologies, the variation is large compared to the device dimensions. As a result, VLSI circuits exhibit a high variability in both delay and power consumption. In this work, process variation in gates is modeled as a multiplicative scaling factor.
For the evaluation of our approach, we select 45-nm technology and the variabilities in terms of effective channel length and threshold voltage (i.e., level of doping) as indicated in Asenov's paper [31] . Also, in order to capture the spatial correlations of gate-level properties (e.g., inter-chip, die-to-die, wafer-to-wafer, systematic, and random), we adopt two models by Cline et al. [32] , namely principal component analysis (PCA) and quad-tree models.
B. Measurement Model
We employ IDDQ-and IDDT-based tests to measure the total leakage and switching power of the circuit [33] , [34] . We note that all power measurements are subject to errors that can have significant impact on GLC accuracy. However, with modern measuring techniques and tools, the measurement errors can be controlled to a very small effect. For example, as discussed in Kocher's work in 1999 [35] , well-equipped electronic labs have equipment that can digitally sample voltage differences at a rate of over 1 GHz with less than 1% error. More recently, there are accurate and inexpensive measuring instruments that are available in the market to minimize the measurement errors. For example, the power source measurement unit by National Instruments [36] is capable of reducing the measurement errors to the range of 10 10 . In the simulation of GLC, we select the conservative estimate of 1% as the measurement error rate, in order to show that our GLC approach is accurate even under relatively large measurement errors. We model this value in our linear equations and have examined a uniform model for the measurement error in our work.
C. Threat Model
Since semiconductor manufacturing demands a large capital investment, the role of contract foundries has dramatically grown, increasing exposures to: 1) theft of masks; 2) attacks by insertion of malicious circuitry; and 3) unauthorized excess fabrication. The development of hardware security techniques is difficult due to reasons that include: 1) limited controllability and observability (50 000 gates for each I/O pin in modern designs); 2) large size and complexity (the newest Intel processor has 2.06B transistors); 3) variety of components (e.g., clock tree, and finite state machine); 4) unavoidable design bugs; 5) possibility of attacks by nonphysically connected circuitry (e.g., using crosstalk and substrate noise); 6) many potential attack sources (e.g., hardware intellectual property (IP) providers, CAD tools, and foundries); 7) potentially sophisticated and well-funded attackers (foundries and foreign governments); and 8) manufacturing variability that makes each IC coming from the same design unique [37] .
In this paper, we assume the attackers can embedded ghost circuitry, even as little as a single gate. This insertion can occur at various stages of the IC manufacturing process, including through CAD tools, through the use of outside IP, and at the foundry during the fabrication process [38] . In general, the attacker can carry out many different types of hardware attacks, including gate resizing, removing gates, and allowing crosstalk. However, in this paper, we consider ghost circuitry attacks that obtain information from the IC, implying that at least one gate is inserted.
IV. SINGULAR VALUE DECOMPOSITION FOR GATE-LEVEL CHARACTERIZATION

A. Problem Formulation
We model the PV in power or delay behavior of gates by associating each gate with a scaling factor, , which multiplies the nominal power and delay of the gate. Measurements of total power and path delay for various circuit inputs give rise to linear equations with the scaling factors as the unknowns. Each set of measurements produces a linear system where is the vector of scaling factors, also referred to as the -values, and related to gate size; is a vector of measured values; is the measured value if there is no measurement error; is the measurement error associated with each measured value and is derived from the expected power and/or delay characteristics of the gates.
For number of gates in the circuit and number of measurements, is , is , and is . More abstractly, one can imagine that the circuit's gate characteristics are split into two components represented by and . represents the characteristics of gate classes, i.e., two-input NANDs power and delay characteristics for a given input vector, and it is inherent to the circuit design. This information is readily available, and in our experiments we have used the values provided by Yuan et al. [39] for leakage power. The vector , which is a vector of -values for all the gates in the circuit, represents the unknowns in the equation. In other words, is the fingerprint for the circuit just as the -value is the fingerprint for the individual gate. Due to PV, gate sizes are not exactly matched to the design specifications. The size of each gate in the circuit of each fabricated IC can have a variety of values. All circuits accordingly will have a large variety of sizes for most or all of their gates, and hence the extremely large combinations of possibilities of result in a unique fingerprint for each circuit. Splitting each manufactured circuit into an invariant and into a variant component results in , which is universal across all circuits of the same design for the same set of input vectors, and , which represents the unique characteristics of the fabricated circuit.
A large set of measurements are taken for the total circuit. As we can only access the input and output pins of the circuit, all the measurements, represented by , are made from a global circuit or path level and not at the individual gate level. Obviously, if we were able to measure these values at the gate level, we would easily be able to solve for each gate's -value.
We do consider error in the formulation, as measurement error is possible when measuring total leakage power for the circuit and total delay along a path of the circuit from input to output pin. This error is represented by , which is the error that may be introduced in the measurement for each input vector or pair of input vectors.
A singular value decomposition is used in the following way.
, the pseudo-inverse of , gives a least squares solution to the system; , an approximation of the scaling factors, gives the possibility of measurement errors being introduced. The procedure for fingerprinting circuits, i.e., determining the -values as accurately as possible, is as follows: 1) Choose a set of circuit inputs. 2) Compute and . 3) Perform measurements on a circuit to produce . 4) Compute the fingerprint . In this formulation, represents the fingerprint that we deciphered from the SVD. It does not necessarily match , due to the measurement error and also due to gate correlations that hinder gate-level characterization.
In Sections IV-B and C, we provide not only the power models, but also a complete example that we solve to demonstrate more clearly the procedure followed to accomplish gate-level characterization.
B. Power Model
Equation (1) is the gate-level leakage power model [40] , where is effective channel length, is threshold voltage, is gate width, is supply voltage, is substreshold slope, is mobility, is oxide capacitance, is thermal voltage , and is drain induced barrier lowering (DIBL) factor (1) The total leakage power consumed by a circuit is the sum of the leakage power of its gates [39] . For a particular circuit input and a measurement of total leakage power with input , we have the equation, , where is the expected leakage current for gate when the global input is . Each equation contributes a row to and an entry to in the overall system, . Table I shows a matrix computed from the example circuit in Fig. 1 , using input-dependent leakage values from Yuan et al. [39] , shown in Table II .
The gate-level switching power model [40] is described by (2), where the switching power is dependent on gate width , . is the switching probability that indicates how often the gate switches, and is the oxide capacitance (2) The reason why we use the switching power model, in addition to leakage power, is that the switching power does not depend on , which is a major component that is impacted by the gate aging effect [41] . This enables us to design a stable GLC approach independent of the time when the IC is characterized and eliminates the need of characterizing gate-level physical properties, such as . Similar with the formulations in the leakage power and the delay model, we can formulate a linear equation in terms of the nominal switching power values and the scaling factor (3) where is the switching power of gate when input vector pair is applied to the target circuit;
is the scaling factor of gate ; and is the measured total switching power of the target circuit. Note that when a certain input vector pair is applied, there is only a part of the gates in the circuit that switch, and consequently, only a part of the gates will have a nonzero and appear in the linear equation. However, by changing the input vector pair and obtaining different equations, we can cover more gates in the circuit.
C. Computing Scaling Factors
The equations generated from leakage and/or delay measurements are combined into the system . Recall that is the number of gates in the circuit, and is the number of measurements. A singular value decomposition of has the form , where is and orthogonal, is and orthogonal, and is and diagonal; the entries on its diagonal are the singular values. The rank of is equal to the number of nonzero singular values; by convention, we assume that the nonzero singular values are in the left-most columns of .
The pseudo-inverse of is , where is derived from by replacing each nonzero singular value with its inverse . Performing the multiplication gives our fingerprint , the vector in the column space of for which the norm of is minimized. The fingerprint vector has the following properties: 1) If G has rank , then is an approximation of . 2) If has rank , then is an approximation of the portion of which is not annihilated by . Table III shows an example for the circuit in Fig. 1 . The measurement vector is computed from this and the power matrix in Table I and the resulting fingerprint vector . Because this matrix is not full rank, some -values are inaccurate, even though we did not add any measurement error.
As shown in Fig. 1 , gates 2 and 3 are both two-input NANDs, and they both have the same input vector in all possible measurements, as they both have by design the same input vectors. As a result, it is not possible to separately characterize gates 2 and 3 since their matrix entries will be the same for all inputs vectors. The best that is achievable is to characterize the sum of their -values, which in this case is 2.050, and it has been properly characterized. This demonstrates how even without measurement error, it is possible to improperly fingerprint a circuit in some cases.
The task of determining the input vectors that are applied for taking the measurements is not as straightforward as it seems. First, due to the prohibitive size of the input vector domain, an exhaustive search can only be applied to the smallest of circuits. Second, certain input vectors will maximize the solution quality, while others may be redundant or even obfuscate the true value. For large circuits, a set of input vectors must be chosen that maximizes the rank of . We have used the following heuristics in our work in this paper: 1) start with an empty ; 2) choose a random input vector and compute its matrix row; 3) if the row is independent of the existing rows of , add it to (increasing 's rank); and 4) repeat from
Step 2). Since we do not know the maximum possible rank in advance, this process must be repeated until some arbitrary stopping condition is met, such as some number of failed choices in a row. For numerical robustness, should be larger than , and more random inputs can be added afterward to accomplish this condition.
V. IC METERING USING GLC
IC metering is the process of detecting and preventing a foundry from producing more chips than specified in the contract. There have been two types of metering approaches, namely extrinsic metering and intrinsic metering. Extrinsic metering inserts extra components into the IC design, either with a new hardware component or with a programmable module, which can generate unique IDs or fingerprints for the manufactured ICs. The unique IDs can be used to distinguish the ICs from each other, and thus differentiate unauthorized IC copies from authorized ones. Intrinsic IC metering generates unique IDs without having to modify the IC design. Instead, it characterizes the gate-level characteristics of an IC and uses them to uniquely represent the chip. This approach leverages the presence of process variation, which naturally exists in the IC manufacturing process and which results in all ICs being unique and different in their nominal design properties.
The existing approaches for IC intrinsic metering can detect IP violations in IC manufacturing. However, according to the power and delay model, the existing approaches that use leakage power or delay as the unique IDs are highly dependent on the threshold voltage . On one hand, is subject to PV, which ensures the uniqueness of the IDs among all the chips from the same design, but on the other hand, the value of is subject to the negative bias temperature instability (NBTI) aging effect [42] , and hence increases as the IC ages. Aging would change the unique ID of the IC over time, which not only violates the purpose of IC identification, but also increases the probability of coincidence between chip IDs.
In order to eliminate the aging impact in IC metering, we use switching power as the side channel for IC identification, since switching power is not subject to aging effect according to (2) . The problem we face in switching-power-based IC metering is that only a subset of the gates can be characterized in terms of switching power, because only the gates that switch consume switching power. However, we note that the probability of coincidence (i.e., ID collision) that two different chips end up having an identical ID is extremely low by using the combination of switching power of even a small number of gates in the circuit. In particular, we can quantify the probability of coincidence using a similar calculation with the birthday paradox problem [43] , where the probability of coincidence that two different ICs have the identical ID decreases exponentially as the number of properties that forms the ID. Therefore, for IC metering purpose, not all the gates are required to construct a unique ID for a specific chip that has a low probability of coincidence with other chips. We can characterize only a small subset of gates for their switching power values to ensure that there are no ID collisions in sufficiently large amount of chips of the same design.
VI. CONSISTENCY-BASED GHOST CIRCUITRY DETECTION USING SEGMENTED GLC
Based on the characterized gate-level leakage power and switching power, we are able to detect whether there is any malicious circuitry embedded in the target circuit. The idea is to capture the possible systematic bias caused by the malicious circuitry in the leakage power consumption. There are two technical issues that we must address in order to achieve accurate GC detection results. Firstly, we must be able to handle the case where the GC is ultra small (e.g., as small as one single gate) compared to the large number of gates (e.g., in the magnitude of millions) in modern IC designs in terms of leakage or switching power consumptions. In this case, the variation can be easily hidden under the process variation or indistinguishable from the characterization errors in the GLC process. Secondly, due to the existence of process variation, we cannot assume there is a clean version of the IC that is free of GC attacks for each single chip and, therefore, there is no standard to compare against to conclude the existence of GC.
We employ a segmentation-based GC detection approach that resolves both issues without introducing additional overhead into the process. Fig. 2 shows the flow of our GC detection scheme. First of all, the GC detection approach leverages a divide-and-conquer paradigm that partitions the target IC into several small segments. Each segment serves as the basic unit for GC detection. Consequently, the size of the problem can be greatly reduced, which also improves the accuracy of detection, since the relative systematic bias (i.e., the leakage power increase caused by GC compared to the total leakage power consumption) is larger in the segmented subcircuits. Fig. 3(a) shows an example of circuit segmentation via input vector control. Segment 1 (i.e., gates X1-X4) and Segment 2 (i.e., gates X4-X7 and GC gate Z) are controlled solely by inputs (I1, I2) and inputs (I3, I4), respectively. Therefore, if we vary inputs (I1, I2) and freeze (I3, I4) during input vector creation, only the leakage power of Segment 1 would vary. The leakage power of Segment 2 would stay constant, which can be represented by a single variable and cancelled out from the equations. Similarly, Segment 2 can be separated and characterized by freezing inputs (I1, I2) and varying inputs (I3, I4). After segmentation, the number of gates being characterized in the SVD-based GLC process is greatly reduced compared to all the gates in the circuit, e.g., by 42.9% in both segments, as shown in Fig. 3(a) . The GC detection process can cover all possible locations in the target IC by conducting GC detection iteratively in all the segments.
Next, in each segmented subcircuit, we conduct SVD-based gate-level characterization to determine the leakage power scaling factor of each gate, following the procedure introduced in Section IV. In the segment that is GC free, the GLC process is normal and would provide us with accurate scaling factor values that reflect the process variations. However, in the segment with GC embedded, the systematic bias caused by the GC would increase the total leakage power consumption and, consequently, the characterized scaling factors would be inconsistent with the ones caused purely by PV. Furthermore, since we do not assume the availability of a GC-free circuit, we identify at least one representative gate (R gate) in each segment such that the R gate belongs to at least two segments (i.e., the R gate is an overlapping gate between at least two segments). Then, we repeatedly conduct GLC in all the segments that contain the R gate and compare the characterization results. The scaling factors of the R gate in different segments can serve as a built-in indicator of whether GC exists or not, in the sense that an inconsistency of the characterized values in different segments would indicate the presence of GC in at least one of the segments. Note that in the case where GC exists in multiple overlapping segments, since the number of gates, gate types, and thus the leakage power consumptions are different in different segments, we would still obtain inconsistent R gate scaling factors that reflect the different relative systematic bias of leakage power in the segments. Fig. 3(b) shows an example of consistency-based GC detection in the two overlapping segments. We first characterize all the scaling factors in both segments using the SVD-based GLC approach. Then, we check the scaling factor of the R gate (i.e., gate X4). If the standard deviation of the scaling factors in all the overlapping segments is larger than the predefined threshold, we can conclude that a GC exists in at least one of the segments being examined.
VII. SIMULATION RESULTS
A. Switching-Power-Based GLC
We simulate our switching-power-based GLC on ISCAS85, ISCAS89 and ITC99 benchmarks. We generate the IC instances in the simulations following Asenov's PV model [31] and Cline's quad-tree model [32] for spatial correlations. For each benchmark circuit, we apply a set of input vectors (e.g., 1024 input vectors in our simulation) per segment and measure the total switching power for each of them to formulate the system of linear equations. After GLC, we evaluate the accuracy of characterization using the relative characterization error as follows: (4) where is the relative characterization error of gate , and and are the calculated scaling factor of gate and its real value, respectively. Then we use the average relative error to evaluate the GLC accuracy (5) where is the number of gates in the circuit. Table IV shows our simulation results where all GLC errors are around or below 1%. For each benchmark circuit, there is a part of the gates that cannot be addressed due to their rare switching or correlations with other gates in the circuit. However, as we discussed in Sections V and VI, for the purposes of GC detection and hardware metering, there is no need to characterize all the gates in the circuit. By characterizing only a subset of the gates, we can greatly save the running time and enable the scalability of our approach. In Sections VII-B and C, we demonstrate our simulation results of the two security applications based on the switching power gate-level characterization.
B. Aging-Independent IC Metering
We evaluate our switching-power-based IC metering approach by analyzing the resulting probability of coincidence that two chips have identical IDs. As discussed in Section V, due to the large numbers of gates in the benchmark circuits, it is not required that all the gates are characterized in order to generate IDs that provide low probability of coincidence. Therefore, in our simulation, we select a small segment of gates from each circuit and use the combination of their switching power scaling factors as the ID. The method we use to segment the circuit is discussed in [44] and [45] , in which we freeze a subset of the inputs and vary the others to obtain a segment of the circuit. Table V shows the details of the segment we use for each benchmark circuit as well as the results of probability of coincidence analysis. By characterizing less than 100 gates for each circuit, we are able to obtain probabilities of coincidence in the magnitude of 10 or less. These results indicate that there are no identical IDs for at least 100 million chips that are metered using our approach. Also, with less than 100 gates for characterization, the size of the problem is well controlled, which ensures the scalability of our approach.
C. GC Detection
In our simulation of GC detection, we add a single NAND gate sized to half of its nominal size and place it at the signal which most often is 0 so that induced additional leakage is minimal. Note that even an inverter has larger leakage power than NAND gate (e.g., the minimal leakage power for inverter is 100.3 nA, while that for NAND is 37.84 nA) [39] . We use this test case because it is the most difficult case for GC detection. As for the location of the GC, we use a random location on the circuit in our simulation in order to test the reliability and coverage of our approach.
The simulation results for consistency-based GC detection are given in Table VI . In each of the benchmark circuits, we first select segments that overlap with one or more gates and that cover all the gates in the circuit. Then, we conduct GLC for each segment in terms of leakage power to characterize the scaling factors of the R gates. Finally, we calculate the standard deviation of the scaling factors for the R gates in all the segments. For each benchmark, we conduct simulations for both cases where the circuit is GC free and where there is GC embedded. The "GC-Free" and "GC-Present" columns in the table show the corresponding standard deviations in the two cases. As we can observe from the results, there is a more than 15X gap between the two cases, across all the benchmark circuits. Therefore, by creating a decision line (threshold value) within this large gap, we can obtain zero false positives and zero false negatives in GC detection.
VIII. CONCLUSION
Process variation and device aging are intrinsic to modern and pending silicon implementation technologies and are major impediments to a wide spectrum of hardware and system security tasks such as hardware metering and ghost circuitry detection. In order to address these two security tasks in the presence of process variation and device aging, we have developed a new gate-level characterization procedure that employs singular value decomposition. Based on the GLC, we have developed the first robust hardware metering scheme that enables rapid and low cost enforcement of digital rights enforcement. Also, we accomplished ghost circuitry detection by analyzing the consistency of the characterized scaling factors in overlapping segments. Our statistical analysis indicates that any inconsistency larger than a very low threshold is a reliable sign of the presence of ghost circuitry. The effectiveness of the techniques is evaluated using a set of ISCAS85, ISCAS89, and ITC99 benchmarks.
